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Logistics
● Homework 1 released today
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Outline
● Variational inference (cont’d)
! Variational autoencoders (VAEs)

● Self-supervised learning
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Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
VAEs are a combination of the following ideas: 

● Variational Inference
! ELBO

● Variational distribution parametrized as neural networks 

● Reparameterization trick

4[Courtesy: Dhruv, CS 4803]



Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
● Model !! ", $ = !! " $ !($)
! !! " # : a.k.a., generative model, generator, (probabilistic) decoder, …
! !(#): prior, e.g., Gaussian

● Assume variational distribution (" $|"
! E.g., a Gaussian distribution parameterized as deep neural networks  
! a.k.a, recognition model, inference network, (probabilistic) encoder, …

● ELBO:
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ℒ +,,; " = E#! $ " log !! ", $ + H((" $ " )
= E#! $ " log !! "|$ − KL((" $ " || !($))

Reconstruction Divergence from prior
(KL divergence between two Guassians

has an analytic form)



Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
● ELBO:

● Reparameterization:
! ['; )] = ,"(") (a neural network)
! # = ' + )⨀/, / ∼ 2(3, 4)
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ℒ +,,; " = E#! $ " log !! ", $ + H((" $ " )
= E#! $ " log !! "|$ − KL((" $ " || !($))



Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
● ELBO:

● Reparameterization:
! ['; )] = ,"(") (a neural network)
! # = ' + )⨀/, / ∼ 2 3, 4
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ℒ +,,; " = E#! $ " log !! ", $ + H((" $ " )
= E#! $ " log !! "|$ − KL((" $ " || !($))

∇!ℒ =E"∼$(&,()[ ∇* log )+ *, , − log ., ,|* ∇,0 1, 2 ]

∇+ℒ =E-! , * ∇+log )+ *, , − H(., , * )



Example: VAEs for images

8[https://www.kaggle.com/rvislaywade/visualizing-mnist-using-a-variational-autoencoder]



Encoder

Example: VAEs for images

9[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Encoder

Example: VAEs for images

10[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for images
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Encoder

[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for images
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Encoder

[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for images
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Encoder

[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for images
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Generating samples:
● Use decoder network. Now sample z 

from prior! 

Data manifold for 2-d z 

Vary 5!

Vary 5"[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for images
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Generating samples:
● Use decoder network. Now sample z 

from prior! 

Data manifold for 2-d z 

Vary 5!

Vary 5"

(Degree of smile)

(head pose)[Courtesy: Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung, CS 231n]



Example: VAEs for text
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• Latent code interpolation and sentences generation 
from VAEs [Bowman et al., 2015]. 

input we looked out at the setting sun . i went to the kitchen . how are you doing ?
mean they were laughing at the same time . i went to the kitchen . what are you doing ?
samp. 1 ill see you in the early morning . i went to my apartment . “ are you sure ?
samp. 2 i looked up at the blue sky . i looked around the room . what are you doing ?
samp. 3 it was down on the dance floor . i turned back to the table . what are you doing ?

Table 7: Three sentences which were used as inputs to the vae, presented with greedy decodes from the
mean of the posterior distribution, and from three samples from that distribution.

“ i want to talk to you . ”
“i want to be with you . ”
“i do n’t want to be with you . ”
i do n’t want to be with you .
she did n’t want to be with him .

he was silent for a long moment .
he was silent for a moment .
it was quiet for a moment .
it was dark and cold .
there was a pause .
it was my turn .

Table 8: Paths between pairs of random points in
vae space: Note that intermediate sentences are
grammatical, and that topic and syntactic struc-
ture are usually locally consistent.

ments). Here we see that the sentences are far less
typical, but for the most part are grammatical and
maintain a clear topic, indicating that the latent
variable is capturing a rich variety of global fea-
tures even for rare sentences.

6.2 Sampling from the posterior

In addition to generating unconditional samples,
we can also examine the sentences decoded from
the posterior vectors p(z|x) for various sentences
x. Because the model is regularized to produce dis-
tributions rather than deterministic codes, it does
not exactly memorize and round-trip the input. In-
stead, we can see what the model considers to be
similar sentences by examining the posterior sam-
ples in Table 7. The codes appear to capture in-
formation about the number of tokens and parts
of speech for each token, as well as topic informa-
tion. As the sentences get longer, the fidelity of
the round-tripped sentences decreases.

6.3 Homotopies

The use of a variational autoencoder allows us to
generate sentences using greedy decoding on con-
tinuous samples from the space of codes. Addi-
tionally, the volume-filling and smooth nature of
the code space allows us to examine for the first
time a concept of homotopy (linear interpolation)
between sentences. In this context, a homotopy be-
tween two codes ~z1 and ~z2 is the set of points on the
line between them, inclusive, ~z(t) = ~z1⇤(1�t)+~z2⇤t
for t 2 [0, 1]. Similarly, the homotopy between two

sentences decoded (greedily) from codes ~z1 and ~z2

is the set of sentences decoded from the codes on
the line. Examining these homotopies allows us to
get a sense of what neighborhoods in code space
look like – how the autoencoder organizes infor-
mation and what it regards as a continuous defor-
mation between two sentences.
While a standard non-variational rnnlm does

not have a way to perform these homotopies, a
vanilla sequence autoencoder can do so. As men-
tioned earlier in the paper, if we examine the ho-
motopies created by the sequence autoencoder in
Table 1, though, we can see that the transition be-
tween sentences is sharp, and results in ungram-
matical intermediate sentences. This gives evi-
dence for our intuition that the vae learns repre-
sentations that are smooth and “fill up” the space.
In Table 8 (and in additional tables in the ap-

pendix) we can see that the codes mostly contain
syntactic information, such as the number of words
and the parts of speech of tokens, and that all in-
termediate sentences are grammatical. Some topic
information also remains consistent in neighbor-
hoods along the path. Additionally, sentences with
similar syntax and topic but flipped sentiment va-
lence, e.g. “the pain was unbearable” vs. “the
thought made me smile”, can have similar embed-
dings, a phenomenon which has been observed with
single-word embeddings (for example the vectors
for “bad” and “good” are often very similar due to
their similar distributional characteristics).

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces the use of a variational
autoencoder for natural language sentences. We
present novel techniques that allow us to train
our model successfully, and find that it can e↵ec-
tively impute missing words. We analyze the la-
tent space learned by our model, and find that it
is able to generate coherent and diverse sentences
through purely continuous sampling and provides
interpretable homotopies that smoothly interpo-
late between sentences.
We hope in future work to investigate factoriza-

tion of the latent variable into separate style and
content components, to generate sentences condi-
tioned on extrinsic features, to learn sentence em-
beddings in a semi-supervised fashion for language



Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
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[Kingma & Welling, 2014]



Note: Amortized Variational Inference
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• Variational distribution as an inference model ., , * with 
parameters 2 (which was traditionally factored over samples)
• Amortize the cost of inference by learning a single data-

dependent inference model
• The trained inference model can be used for quick inference 

on new data



Variational Auto-encoders: Summary
● A combination of the following ideas: 
! Variational Inference: ELBO
! Variational distribution parametrized as neural networks 
! Reparameterization trick

● Pros:
! Principled approach to generative models 
! Allows inference of 6(5|8), can be useful feature representation for other tasks 

● Cons:
! Samples blurrier and lower quality compared to GANs
! Tend to collapse on text data

19

ℒ +,,; " = log !! "|$ − KL((" $ " || !($))

Reconstruction Divergence from prior

(Razavi et al., 2019)



Key Takeaways
● Stochastic VI
● Computing Gradients of Expectations
! Score gradient

! Reparameterization gradient

● Black-box VI
● Variational autoencoders (VAEs)
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ℒ = 7#"(%) 8'($)

∇'ℒ = 7#"(%) 8' $ ∇'log (! $ + ∇'8'($)

∇'ℒ = 7(∼*(() ∇%8' $ ∇': ;, <



Summary so far: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning
● Supervised Learning
! Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
! Duality between MLE and Maximum Entropy Principle

● Unsupervised learning
! Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) with latent variables
§ Marginal log-likelihood

! EM algorithm for MLE
§ ELBO

! Variational Inference
§ ELBO
§ Variational distributions

21
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Self-Supervised Learning



Self-Supervised Learning
● Given an observed data instance =
● One could derive various supervision signals based on the structure of the 

data
● By applying a “split” function that artificially partition = into two parts 
! ", 9 = :!;<= >
! sometimes split in a stochastic way

● Treat " as the input and > as the output
● Train a model !!(>|")

23



Self-Supervised Learning: Examples

24[Courtesy: Lecun “Self-supervised Learning”]



Self-Supervised Learning: Examples

25[Courtesy: Lecun “Self-supervised Learning”]



Self-Supervised Learning: Motivation (I)

26[Courtesy: Lecun “Self-supervised Learning”]



Self-Supervised Learning: Motivation (I)
● Successfully learning to predict everything from everything else would 

result in the accumulation of lots of background knowledge about how 
the world works 

● The model is forced to learn what we really care about, e.g. a semantic 
representation, in order to solve the prediction problem

27

[Courtesy: Lecun “Self-supervised Learning”]
[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



Self-Supervised Learning: Motivation (II)
● The machine predicts any part of its input from any observed part
! A lot of supervision signals in each data instance

● Untapped/availability of vast numbers of unlabeled text/images/videos..
! Facebook: one billion images uploaded per day 
! 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute 

28[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



Self-Supervised Learning (SSL): Examples
● SSL from text

● SSL from images

● SSL from videos

29



Self-Supervised Learning from Text
Examples: 
● Language models
● Learning contextual text representations

30



Language Models
● Calculates the probability of a sentence:

! Sentence:

!! > =?
+,-

.
!! @+ >-:+0-)

> = (@-, @1, … , @.) (I, like, this, …)

⋅⋅⋅ !! CDEF G) !! :ℎDI G, CDEF) ⋅⋅⋅

Example:

LSTM! LSTM! LSTM!

<BOS>

I

I

Iike

Iike

this

…Model: LSTM RNN



Language Models
● Calculates the probability of a sentence:

! Sentence:

!! > =?
+,-

.
!! @+ >-:+0-)

> = (@-, @1, … , @.) (I, like, this, …)

⋅⋅⋅ !! CDEF G) !! :ℎDI G, CDEF) ⋅⋅⋅

Example:

<BOS>

I

I

Iike

Iike

this

…DecoderDecoderMulti-head Self-attention

I

Model: Transformer



Language Models: Training
● Given data example >∗

● Minimizes negative log-likelihood of the data

! Next word prediction
! Inference: teacher-forcing decoding
§ For every step ., feed in the previous ground-truth tokens /!:#$!∗ to decode next step

min! ℒ=>? = −log !!(>∗) = −?
+,-

.
!! @+∗ >-:+0-∗ )



Language Models: GPT3
● A Transformer-based LM with 125M to 175B parameters
● Trained on massive text data

[Table from https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3/]
Brown et al., 2020 "Language Models Are Few-Shot Learners”



Language Models: GPT3
● Generation

Brown et al., 2020 "Language Models Are Few-Shot Learners”



Language Models: GPT3
● Few-shot prediction

[Nurecas.com]



Language Models: GPT3
● Weakness

[Credit: Nabla]



Self-Supervised Learning from Text
Examples: 
● Language models
● Learning contextual text representations
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Word Embedding

● Conventional word 
embedding:
! Word2vec, Glove
! A pre-trained matrix, each 

row is an embedding 
vector of a word

39[Courtesy: Vaswani, et al., 2017]

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/7181-attention-is-all-you-need.pdf


Word Embedding

● Conventional word 
embedding:
! Word2vec, Glove
! A pre-trained matrix, each 

row is an embedding 
vector of a word

40[Image source: Vaswani, et al., 2017]

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/7181-attention-is-all-you-need.pdf


Word Embedding

● Problem: word embeddings are applied in a context free manner

41Courtesy: Devlin 2019

open a bank account    on the river bank

[0.3, 0.2, -0.8, …]



Word Embedding

● Problem: word embeddings are applied in a context free manner

● Solution: Train contextual representations on text corpus

42

open a bank account

[0.9, -0.2, 1.6, …]

on the river bank

[-1.9, -0.4, 0.1, …]

Courtesy: Devlin 2019

open a bank account    on the river bank

[0.3, 0.2, -0.8, …]



Contextual Representations

● ELMo: Deep Contextual Word Embeddings!"#$%"&""'()*+,-)./"01"
23-4)(5.0(! %678

43Courtesy: Devlin 2019

Train Separate Left-to-Right and  
Right-to-Left LMs

LSTM

<s>

open

LSTM

open

a

LSTM

a

bank

Apply as “Pre-trained  
Embeddings”

LSTM

open

<s>

LSTM

a

open

LSTM

bank

a

open a bank

Existing Model Architecture



Contextual Representations

● Improving Language Understanding by Generative  Pre-Training!"
9:+(#$! %67;

44Courtesy: Devlin 2019

Transformer

<s>

open

open

a

a

bank

Transformer Transformer

Fine-tune on  
Classification Task

POSITIVE

Transformer

<s> open a

Transformer Transformer

Train Deep (12-layer)  
Transformer LM



Problem with Previous Methods

● Problem<"=3(5>35+"?0@+A-"0(A/">-+"A+1."B0(.+C."or ,)54."B0(.+C.!"D>."
A3(5>35+">(@+,-.3(@)(5")-"D)@),+B.)0(3AE

45courtesy: Devlin 2019



BERT
● BERT: A bidirectional model to extract contextual word embedding 



BERT: Pre-training Procedure
● Dataset:
! Wikipedia (2.5B words) + a collection of free ebooks (800M words)

47



BERT: Pre-training Procedure
● Dataset:
! Wikipedia (2.5B words) + a collection of free ebooks (800M words)

● Training procedure
! masked language model (masked LM)
§ Masks some percent of words from the input and has to reconstruct those words 

from context

48



BERT: Pre-training Procedure
● Masked LM

49



BERT: Pre-training Procedure

● Masked LM
● 15% masking:
! Too little masking: Too expensive to train (few supervision signals per example)
! Too much masking: Not enough context

● Problem: Mask token never seen at fine-tuning

● Solution: don’t  replace with [MASK] 100% of the time. Instead:
● 80% of the time, replace with [MASK]
! went to the store → went to the [MASK]

● 10% of the time, replace random word
! went to the store → went to the running

● 10% of the time, keep same
! went to the store → went to the store



BERT: Pre-training Procedure
● Dataset:
! Wikipedia (2.5B words) + a collection of free ebooks (800M words)

● Training procedure
! masked language model (masked LM)
§ Masks some percent of words from the input and has to reconstruct those words 

from context
! Two-sentence task
§ To understand relationships between sentences
§ Concatenate two sentences A and B and predict whether B actually comes after A 

in the original text

51



BERT: Pre-training Procedure

● Two sentence 
task

52



BERT: Downstream Fine-tuning 
● Use BERT for sentence classification

53



BERT: Downstream Fine-tuning 

54



BERT Results

System MNLI-(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2 CoLA STS-B MRPC RTE Average

392k 363k 108k 67k 8.5k 5.7k 3.5k 2.5k -
Pre-OpenAI SOTA 80.6/80.1 66.1 82.3 93.2 35.0 81.0 86.0 61.7 74.0
BiLSTM+ELMo+Attn 76.4/76.1 64.8 79.9 90.4 36.0 73.3 84.9 56.8 71.0
OpenAI GPT 82.1/81.4 70.3 88.1 91.3 45.4 80.0 82.3 56.0 75.2
BERTBASE 84.6/83.4 71.2 90.1 93.5 52.1 85.8 88.9 66.4 79.6
BERTLARGE 86.7/85.9 72.1 91.1 94.9 60.5 86.5 89.3 70.1 81.9

Table 1: GLUE Test results, scored by the GLUE evaluation server. The number below each task denotes the
number of training examples. The “Average” column is slightly different than the official GLUE score, since
we exclude the problematic WNLI set. OpenAI GPT = (L=12, H=768, A=12); BERTBASE = (L=12, H=768,
A=12); BERTLARGE = (L=24, H=1024, A=16). BERT and OpenAI GPT are single-model, single task. All
results obtained from https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard and https://blog.openai.
com/language-unsupervised/.

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a bi-
nary entailment task similar to MNLI, but with
much less training data (Bentivogli et al., 2009).6

WNLI Winograd NLI is a small natural lan-
guage inference dataset deriving from (Levesque
et al., 2011). The GLUE webpage notes that there
are issues with the construction of this dataset, 7

and every trained system that’s been submitted
to GLUE has has performed worse than the 65.1
baseline accuracy of predicting the majority class.
We therefore exclude this set out of fairness to
OpenAI GPT. For our GLUE submission, we al-
ways predicted the majority class.

4.1.1 GLUE Results

To fine-tune on GLUE, we represent the input se-
quence or sequence pair as described in Section 3,
and use the final hidden vector C 2 RH corre-
sponding to the first input token ([CLS]) as the
aggregate representation. This is demonstrated vi-
sually in Figure 3 (a) and (b). The only new pa-
rameters introduced during fine-tuning is a classi-
fication layer W 2 RK⇥H , where K is the num-
ber of labels. We compute a standard classification
loss with C and W , i.e., log(softmax(CW

T )).
We use a batch size of 32 and 3 epochs over

the data for all GLUE tasks. For each task, we ran
fine-tunings with learning rates of 5e-5, 4e-5, 3e-5,
and 2e-5 and selected the one that performed best
on the Dev set. Additionally, for BERTLARGE we
found that fine-tuning was sometimes unstable on

6Note that we only report single-task fine-tuning results in
this paper. Multitask fine-tuning approach could potentially
push the results even further. For example, we did observe
substantial improvements on RTE from multi-task training
with MNLI.

7https://gluebenchmark.com/faq

small data sets (i.e., some runs would produce de-
generate results), so we ran several random restarts
and selected the model that performed best on the
Dev set. With random restarts, we use the same
pre-trained checkpoint but perform different fine-
tuning data shuffling and classifier layer initializa-
tion. We note that the GLUE data set distribution
does not include the Test labels, and we only made
a single GLUE evaluation server submission for
each BERTBASE and BERTLARGE.

Results are presented in Table 1. Both
BERTBASE and BERTLARGE outperform all exist-
ing systems on all tasks by a substantial margin,
obtaining 4.4% and 6.7% respective average accu-
racy improvement over the state-of-the-art. Note
that BERTBASE and OpenAI GPT are nearly iden-
tical in terms of model architecture outside of
the attention masking. For the largest and most
widely reported GLUE task, MNLI, BERT ob-
tains a 4.7% absolute accuracy improvement over
the state-of-the-art. On the official GLUE leader-
board,8 BERTLARGE obtains a score of 80.4, com-
pared to the top leaderboard system, OpenAI GPT,
which obtains 72.8 as of the date of writing.

It is interesting to observe that BERTLARGE sig-
nificantly outperforms BERTBASE across all tasks,
even those with very little training data. The effect
of BERT model size is explored more thoroughly
in Section 5.2.

4.2 SQuAD v1.1

The Standford Question Answering Dataset
(SQuAD) is a collection of 100k crowdsourced
question/answer pairs (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
Given a question and a paragraph from Wikipedia

8https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
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• Huge improvements over SOTA on 12 NLP task



Analysis

56

● BERT Rediscovers the Classical 
NLP Pipeline. Tenney et al., 2019 



SSL from Images, EX (I): relative positioning 

57[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Images, EX (I): relative positioning 

58[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Images, EX (I): relative positioning 

59[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Images, EX (I): relative positioning 

60[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Images, EX (I): relative positioning 

61[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Images, EX (II): colorization 

62[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”] Colorful Image Colorization, Zhang et al., ECCV 2016 



SSL from Images, EX (II): colorization 

63[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”] Colorful Image Colorization, Zhang et al., ECCV 2016 



SSL from Images, EX (III): exemplar networks  
● Exemplar Networks (Dosovitskiy et al., 2014) 
● Perturb/distort image patches, e.g. by cropping and affine transformations 
● Train to classify these exemplars as same class 

64[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”]



SSL from Videos
Three example tasks: 
● Video sequence order 
! Sequential Verification: Is this a valid sequence? 

65[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”] Wei et al., 2018 Arrow of Time 



SSL from Videos
Three example tasks: 
● Video sequence order 
! Sequential Verification: Is this a valid sequence? 

● Video direction
! Predict if video playing forwards or backwards 

66[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”] Wei et al., 2018 Arrow of Time 



SSL from Videos
Three example tasks: 
● Video sequence order 
! Sequential Verification: Is this a valid sequence? 

● Video direction
! Predict if video playing forwards or backwards 

● Video tracking 
! Given a color video, colorize all frames of a gray scale version using a reference 

frame 

67[Courtesy: Zisserman “Self-supervised Learning”] Vondric et al., 2018



Key Takeaways
● Self supervision learning
! Predicting any part of the observations given any available information
! The prediction task forces models to learn semantic representations
! Massive/unlimited data supervisions

● SSL for text:
! Language models: next word prediction
! BERT text representations: masked language model (MLM)

● SSL for images/videos:
! Various ways of defining the prediction task

68



Questions?


